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Our team of Design Specialists are ready to 
answer any of your questions and help inspire 

you from frame to finish. 

MAKE IT YOURS

CHAT WITH US  ON RWGUILD.COM

 CALL  2 12-852-9099

EMAIL  DES IGNSPECIAL IST@RWGUILD.COM

GLOBE SERIES 
BUBBLE SHADE 

SHOP

The Bubble Shade is a pure, simple 
shape that is extremely hard to 
make. It is handcrafted by skilled 
New York artisans who work in 
a highly choreographed dance of 
mouth blowing and hand shaping to 
create a perfect shade. In fact, one 
in ten meets our standards. 
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Skilled artisans employ gravity to 
create a warm, milky gradient glass 
shade using our proprietary color 
formula. These handcrafted and 
handblown shades in full, satisfying 
shapes bring a welcoming, glowing 
comfort to a wide range of interiors.

HANDBLOWN GLASS SHADES OF RW GUILD ORIGINAL DESIGNS 
CAST LIGHT IN A RANGE OF LUMINOUS FORMS 

SEED 
PENDANT 

SHOP

The Seed Pendant lighting fixture 
features a handblown glass shade 
hanging from a cast bronze chain. A 
single piece of handblown gradient 
glass forms the oblong Seed Shade, 
which resembles the natural form of 
an elongated pod and culminates in 
a sprouting bronze cap. 

GLOBE SERIES 
EGG SHADE 

SHOP

The Egg Shade has a poetically 
elongated shape. Both it and the 
Bubble Shade are offered in three 
glass tones (clear, nude and gradient), 
three sizes, and three fitters that the 
glass shade hangs from (pipe, chain 
or sock), which are hand made in a 
French workshop.
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